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Editorial

Moses Matovu
Executive Director

It is yet another grand opportunity for us to unleash the key transpirations of 2013
as we continue to pursue our commitment to ‘break barriers to children’s access to
quality education’ in Uganda.
While our interventions are concentrated in Katabi Sub County, Wakiso District,
we wear a broad smile that what we do has positively affected several other communities vastly. Our model of facilitating children with the basic scholastic materials, creating a comfortable and attractive study environment, empowering teachers
to meet the diverse need of children minding their diverse backgrounds and abilities, empowering households with skills and start-up resources to manage profitable
business ventures, promotion of good nutrition, sanitation and the general healthy
living and engaging community members in the general status up lift of their society is making tremendous transformation that has attracted several actors like the
Ministry of Gender, Labour and Social Development (MGLSD) and Ministry of
Education to buy into it.
We pay upper limit tribute to the Canadian Feed the Children (CFTC) for partnering with us in this cause morally and most of all, financially.
We are grateful to the national, (Wakiso) district, Sub County and the village level
leadership for standing with and supporting us in planning and implementation of
work.
Our community volunteers, alias community volunteer committees have been of
fundamental service to us and to the communities because they do most of the
community level work.

Ahmed Kibirige
Monitoring and Evaluation Officer

The staff at Huys Link is thanked for holding the ‘centre’ firm and for engineering
all the processes.
Thanking you is the beginning but expecting more from you is yet another important thing. There is still a lot we deserve to do. It’s time to open our eyes to the potential each of us has in changing our communities to become better and better.
Community service requires us to do more and more, aim higher and higher and be
a part of something larger than ourselves.
No matter how much we give to communities, we get more in return- happiness that
spins from giving a helping hand. And that, too, is unavoidable.
We all need to translate our potential into reality. It’s up to us. It’s our responsibility.
We can do it by combining our efforts, by getting involved, by staying inspired, and
by remembering every day the opportunity we have to serve and renovate our communities. Together, we will change lives.
Enjoy this newsletter!
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You Are An Eye Opener To Us
By Ms Nanfuka Dorothy
Head teacher, Bugiri Public Primary School - Katabi

to us with an objective of helping
vulnerable pupils by breaking barriers to their access to and retention
in education.

Bugiri Primary School is located in
Katabi Sub-county based in Wakiso
District. It was founded in 2004 by
the Katabi Sub-county Local Council. Its strategic location serves a
large population of Kisubi Parish
with fishing as the dominant source
of livelihood for dwellers.
This community school was taken
over by the Government in the
same year (2004) and so, became a
Universal Primary school.
Tracing the roots, the school started
with 70 children under a two classroom block. No single child put on
uniform then and there was no such
a thing like, school prepared meals
neither was there safe water for
drinking.
If children needed water to drink,
they would run to a distant unprotected well at lunch time and drunk
from it. With the aid from Huys
Link, we now have a 40,000litres
rain water harvesting facility which
by and large solved the problem.
Most children were irregular in attendance as many were involved in
fishing and other child labour activities, not leaving out early marriages. In 2010, Huyslink Community
Initiative extended its helping hand

Since then, a lot has happened; a
lot has been achieved i.e. The lunch
meal that started with the directly
sponsored 84 children has attracted
other parents to pay meals for their
children and 82% of the total school
population takes lunch. This has
helped in keeping pupils at school
and reduced on attendance irregularities. Children’s concentration
and participation in classroom activities has also improved.
With the various capacity development trainings got from Huys Link,
I notice a very big improvement
in the way teachers relate with pupils –with passion, friendliness and
keen attention. Huys Link has also
helped us in mobilizing parents. We
initially could not get a 50% attendance of parents for a meeting but,
we can now. We have learnt several
tricks of community mobilization.
By nature of our location, we used
to lose good teachers due to our distant location and so making proximity to the nearest trading centre
and the main road difficult coupled
with the dusty rough road to and
from the school. Upon electrifying
our teachers’ house, we have registered a reduction in staff turnover;
teachers can now even prepare their
next day lessons at leisure especially
at night which they used to do with
panic before they left school but after official closure of business each
day.
More so, the provision of scholastic
materials has enabled children acquire reading and writing skills. Per4

formance assessment is now continuous because Huys Link readily
avails us reams of paper and with
the acquisition of textbooks from
them; our pupil-text book ratio has
improved.
There is an increase in school enrolment and three quarters of the
school population is dressed uniformly and our children carry themselves with esteem. We attribute this
to the exposure of our pupils to life
skills through Huys Link’s regular
counseling and guidance sessions
to them.
It was another gesture of care when
Huys Link gave a health talk about
malaria prevention and treatment
of the school community and parents and later, handed over insecticide treated mosquito nets to the
sponsored children.
We have also had our parents and
members of the community organized into savings groups curtsey of
Huys Link. This has enabled most
of them to borrow and start up
small enterprises for income generation. I have trust that in future, the
members of the Bugiri community
will be able to send all their children
to school and maintain them there
with the economic empowerment
got. I also hope that by the end of
the 7 years of the project, parents
will be in position to pay school fees
for beneficiaries at secondary level
and beyond.
We also thank Huys Link Community Initiative for encouraging us to
acquire a Uganda National Examinations Board centre number which
we now have. This however comes
with challenges of ensuring that
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school enrollment increases as well
as construct a multipurpose/main
hall to increase on the number of
the current insufficient classrooms
as well as create adequate space for
candidates to sit for their exams
with comfort.
Apparently, we operate 7 classes all

under 4 rooms, some studying under tree shades. I wish to call on the
community, local administration
and well wishers to join Huys Link
Community Initiative and rescue
this situation.
I must also appeal to parents and

the Bugiri community to utilize
the chance that Huys Link availed
to us by being supportive to their
programs, our programs because to
me, along the sea of the millennium
educational goals, HUYSLINCI is
the prevailing wind that we hope to
get us ashore.

Characteristics of Good Qualities of a good
Teachers
teacher
Occasionally we need a reminder like this: based on a
thorough literature review, Paul Ramsden, a noted researcher on teaching and learning, along with several
co-authors offered this description of good teachers.

Teaching is a career that provides challenges, excitement, personal reward and a chance to encourage and
support others to achieve their goals.
There are many personal qualities and skills that make
someone a good teacher.
These include:
• passion for teaching
• love of children
• love of their subject and being good at explaining
things
• being a people person and enjoy working with a wide
range of people
• enthusiasm
• having a strong knowledge in particular subject areas
•being a good time manager
•ability to work in a team as well as using your own initiative
•having patience and a good sense of humour
•being fair-minded
•coping well with change
•enjoying a challenge.
•understanding that being a “great teacher” is a constant
struggle to always improve
•a willingness to reflect- You’ve got to be able to ask why
things went the way they did... both on the good and the
bad days. And you have to be able to admit when the
reasons it went bad were because of what you did, not
what the students did. (Equally important is the understanding that often things go right because of what the
kids brought to the table, not because your lesson plan
should be bronzed.) Teaching requires a willingness to
cast a critical eye on your practice, your pedagogy and
yourself.
• Understanding of the role of a school in a child’s life.

• Good teachers are also good learners; for example,
they learn through their own reading, by participating
in a variety of professional-development activities, by
listening to their students, by sharing ideas with their
colleagues, and by reflecting on classroom interactions
and students’ achievements. Good teaching is therefore
dynamic, reflective, and constantly evolving.
• Good teachers display enthusiasm for their subject
and a desire to share it with their students.
• Good teachers know how to modify their teaching
strategies according to the particular students, subject
matter, and learning environment.
• Good teachers encourage learning for understanding
and are concerned with developing their students’ critical-thinking skills, problem-solving skills, and problemapproach behaviors.
• Good teachers demonstrate an ability to transform
and extend knowledge, rather than merely transmitting
it; they draw on their knowledge of their subject, their
knowledge of their learners, and their general pedagogical knowledge to transform the concepts of the discipline into terms that are understandable to their students.
• Good teachers set clear goals, use valid and appropriate assessment methods, and provide high-quality feedback to their students.
• Good teachers show respect for their students; they
are interested in both their professional and their personal growth, encourage their independence, and sustain high expectations of them. The description sets the
bar high. But it so ably captures the essence of what we
should aspire to be and do for our students.

Good teachers know that by listening to and working
with colleagues, parents, other professionals and community members that they can inspire students and improve their learning.

Reference, Ramsden, P. D., Margetson, E. M. and Clarke, S.
Recognizing and Rewarding Good Teaching.
Canberra: Australian Government Printing Services, 1995.
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Huys Link Community Initiative
maintains touch with parents
By Christopher Kiwanuka
Projects Coordinator, HUYSLINCI

Parental involvement in children’s
learning is a key factor in improving children’s academic attainment
and achievements, as well as their
overall behaviour and attendance.
HUYSLINCI thus, has maintained
the culture of periodically meeting
with parents and sharing progress
on issues of child education especially in schools where it has sponsored children.
We believe that the role of parents
during a child’s earliest years is the
single biggest influence on their
development. Good quality home
learning can contribute more to
children’s intellectual and social
development than parental occupation, education or income.
Huys Link Community Initiative
therefore uses such meetings to mobilise parent’s attitudes, aspirations
and behaviour in order for them to
understand their child’s day-to-day
progress, undertake family learning together and regularly talk with

their child about their learning.
For some parents, developing this
confidence has been difficult - especially if they also need help with
their own literacy, language and numeracy skills. Some actually initially felt embarrassed whenever their
children proved that their father/
mother never knew answers to their
homework. To some, they gave up
tracking the learning processes of
their children. What we did was
therefore to emphasize the need for
them to get involved by regularly
following up their children and ascertain their behavior and performance because that is the single
way they could determine how to
support the development of their
children’s skills.
At every beginning of a school term,
HUYSLINCI meets with parents
at the different partner schools to
review the performance of children, parents’ contribution to the
sponsorship as well as other school
6

programmes, calling on the inactive ones to make up their commitments and obligations and citing
future plans for the sponsorship
programme while brainstorming on
the means to achieve success.
The forum has aided us to be closer
to parents and know them better by
the problems affecting them and so
being able to serve them better. It
also attracts the participation of local leaders in mobilizing and knowing what goes on with the people of
the communities they serve.
Being our key stakeholders, these
meetings give as an opportunity
to and remain accountable to parents, local leaders and other members of the community and this has
strengthened our roots in the community. We are optimistic that with
the continuation of this custom, we
will be able to make a common improvement in the wellbeing on several families and communities.
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HUYSLINCI diversifies her IGA package
to beneficiaries

ceived by some as more risky.
Each beneficiary of the program is expected to train at least five other beneficiaries in their communities and assist
them start the same. The idea behind this
is to see uniformity in growth, increase
production and initiate joint market research and supplies.

Speaking at the handover ceremony of
candle making equipment and inputs,
Mr. Ahmed Kibirige, the HUYSLINCI
M&E Officer urged beneficiaries to cultivate solidarity, creativity and uphold the
commitment to uplift the financial statuses of their households and the communities at large. “These may seem simple and
few inputs, but we value them. If handled
consciously and respectfully, they are going to bring you financial transformation,
freedom and happiness” he appealed to 			
parents.

This year, HUYSLINCI shifted from the traditional farm
animals as an empowerment for households to start up
income generating activities. Initially, pigs and piglets,
and hybrid goats have been given out to selected beneficiaries especially households from which the sponsored
children come. Each recipient household is however
required to return the first offspring animal to give out
to another beneficiary, a chain hoped to benefit a wider
community starting with Katabi Sub County.

Parents were also asked to encourage others to join the
team and broaden their production capacity and command big supplies and market negotiations.

“These may seem simple and few
inputs, but we value them. If handled
consciously and respectfully, they are
going to bring you financial
transformation, freedom and
happiness”

Aware of activities that are sustainable in nature, easy to
start and manage and the need to generate fast returns,
HUYSLINCI in consultation with her beneficiaries and
other stakeholders introduced candle making,
mushroom growing and energy savings stove
production.
Parents of the Kitala community took up the
candle making venture and as of now, supply
candles to most of the surrounding shop outlets, Nalugala and Kisubi took up mushroom
growing whereas Nkumba concentrated of
charcoal stove production.
The three schemes have brought a new wave of
hope to the beneficiaries as they bring returns
faster than the agricultural inputs that are per7
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during our junior school times. When I
heard such a song, I definitely joined the local children’s choir and I must tell you that
when I joined them, it brought in a different wave of delight to them. They began to
dance, dancing with me, our hands crossing
one another’s, and all of us looking at other
with trust and friendship. I ignored the possibility that by joining them in all that, I
would get dirty.
Several such occasions have happened to
me, I remember joining a young man by correcting where he wrongly tagged a phrase
to a letter in the melody “A- Aunt, B- Boy,
C-Cow………….”, I joined another in singing “rain rain go away………” and another
in, “Jack and Jill”. These are such things that
have made me proud of what I have chosen
to be, an experience that I fancy a lot.
You equally have a choice, I choice to make
after reading my piece. You can join me in
sharing your love with the children. It becomes rewarding especially if your help or
relationship with children contributes to a
change in the lives of children. It becomes
more rewarding if such children are vulnerable in some
way.
You can as well relate with other age clusters of people.
Have you ever imagined restoring hope among the elderly, who sometimes find no meaning in their continued existence, people who have been bed ridden for so
long and having no hope of recovering only to think
about things that can speed up their death like skipping
their drug dosage, committing suicide, etc.
All such people deserve you passionate attention. So,
rise up and we serve these people, stand up to serve our
communities.

As time goes by, our life changes- the things we do, our
perceptions, behavior, mannerisms, etc. all change. This
is what many regard as being influenced by the environment.
My life has tremendously changed. I feel much love and
affection to an for children because these are the people
I now relate with most- at their schools when I visit, in
their homes when I happen to go there, along the way
to my work place, back home and during my other casual walks and movements.
I am only afraid that my tendencies are becoming childlike but I have no worries at all because it makes me
younger, happier and perfect.
My mind is kind of automated towards children. I will
automatically intervene when I see children fighting, a
child neglected and crossing the road alone, a mother
rudely beating up a child, a child feared to fall, a child
who is worried about crossing a busy road or overcoming a big pothole, and such incidences. My interventions are always friendly and reconciling.
I am equally moved by children I find along the way
practicing school habits like singing and I sing with
them, dancing and I dance with them, jumping and I
imitate them, and so on and so forth. In my recent encounters this year, if I try to recall was when I found
6 children singing… “what so ever you do to the least
of my brothers.........” I am quite not sure whether that’s
how the song was spelt but that’s how we used to sing
8
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Puzzle of the year
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EDUCATION!!!!!!!!!!!!

Education! Education!
I have hope that you are the key to
my success
With out you I am not any body
Shunning you may make me useless
and meaningless
Ignoring you education is digging my
own grave.
Education! Education!
Nobody in their right minds would despise you
Doctors, nurses, teachers, police officers, lawyers, engineers and many
other professional are what they are
because they took you up
They all went to school to acquire
you;
Thanks for being pretty Education,
that everyone admires you, befriends
you and loves you
I trust that you love me too.
I also trust that my love for you will
never die out
Thanks for the wonders you cause to
people’s lives
Parents, please take children to
school
To study and learn
Education is for us all,
Let’s embrace it!
By Esther Namugga Primary 4, St.
Kizito Primary School

FALLING ASLEEP IN CLASS

I fell asleep in class today,
as I was awfully bored.
I laid my head upon my desk
and closed my eyes and snored.
I woke to find a piece of paper
sticking to my face.
I’d slobbered on my textbooks,
and my hair was a disgrace.
My clothes were badly rumpled,
and my eyes were glazed and red.

My binder left a
three-ring
indentation in my head.
I slept through class,
and probably
I would have slept some
more,
except my students
woke me
as they headed out the
door.
Homework, I Love You
by Kenn Nesbitt

HOMEWORK, I love you. I think

that you’re great.
It’s wonderful fun when you keep me
up late.
I think you’re the best when I’m totally stressed, preparing and cramming all night for a test.
Homework, I love you. What more can
I say? I love to do hundreds of
problems each day.
You boggle my mind and you make me
go blind, but still I’m ecstatic that
you were assigned.
Homework, I love you. I tell you, it’s
true.
There’s nothing more fun or exciting
to do.
You’re never a chore, for it’s you I
adore.
I wish that our teacher would hand
you out more.
Homework, I love you. You thrill me
inside.
I’m filled with emotions. I’m fit to be
tied.
I cannot complain when you frazzle
my brain.
Of course, that’s because I’m completely insane.
by Kenn Nesbitt
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Teacher Evelyn Nagawa gives an account of
the school based gardening program.
It’s now 1 year since St. Paul Bulega Primary School received school
based gardening inputs from Huys
Link Community Initiative. Inputs
included assorted seeds like Onions, Cabbages, Carrots, Nakati, and

program.
The only funny thing with this was
that if a given class agreed on growing maize for example, every child
would come with a different breed
of maize – white, yellow, etc. and

of the parents have not been forthcoming but we are committed to
pull them gradually because, if they
do not participate in it, children may
also lose interest in the program.

Handover of
school based
gardening
equipment and
inputs

dodo, tomatoes among others while
Gardening equipment included a
wheel barrow, watering cans, grass
cutters, and hoes.

this was seen especially during harvesting. There was no commonality
but the arrangement was all good
and exciting.

School gardening is something
we did during our times, when we
were still in primary. It was part of
the teaching arrangement. Every
Wednesday afternoon was time for
gardening and each class had a land
portion for whatever they chose to
plant.

Upon each class planting their gardens, we would see beauty that the
green gardens added to the school
environment –the green smiling
beans with white and pink eyes
what one would call flowers, the
lengthy wiping leaves of maize, and
the decent leafy twines of sweet potatoes, among others.

The program enabled the school to
grow food on which children were
fed. No child went without lunch.
During times of abundant produce,
each child would be encouraged to
carry home at least a piece of maize
fruit for their parents. Remember,
it was the responsibility of the parent to give seeds to their children
as would be requested by the class
teacher in charge of the gardening

With the availability of some piece
of land at St. Paul Bulega primary
school, the idea of school based gardening had never fully materialized
until HUYSLINCI prompted it. We
lacked the means to do it, we also
needed a trigger and HUYSLINCI
did both. Our task has been to attract and bring parents on board,
to support the program. Majority
11

Since the beginning of 2013, we
have realized two seasons of harvest
of tomatoes, cabbages, green pepper, onions, Nakati and Dodo.
These vegetables have spiced up our
daily menu of posho and beans and
we are quite sure of the dietary gains
there from.
Our other benefits are:
1.
Children have been able to
learn new methods of farming and
are eager to extend them to their
homes for income generation and
to improve on nutrition standards.
2.
It has reduced on the
school’s expenditure on spices such
as cabbages, green pepper, onions
etc. This is because the now gets
them from the school garden.
3.
The school has been able to
raise income by selling part of the
produce. Additionally, the school is
now a role model to other surround-
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ing schools and the entire community. We have often times welcomed
visitors who come to learn from us,
some of whom have been referred
by HUYSLINCI while others come
by themselves.
The challenges we faced were:
1.
The prolonged drought
which devastatingly affected our
very first production.
2.
Intruding domestic animals

and birds that destroyed part of our
gardens.
3.
We also lack adequate garden implements to cater for all children. We believe, we can have adequate implements after we secure
the support from parents because
then, they can afford to equip their
children with such tools like hoes.
In forging ahead, the school is in a
process of starting a piggery project and/or poultry keeping and

hopes to obtain more land from the
church management to enlarge the
school garden.
Our humble thanks go to the management and staff of Huys Link
Community Initiative for supporting this and several other programs
in our school.
Long live HUYSLINCI; long live
St. Paul Bulega Primary School!

ED Moses Matovu and Field officer Hope looking at the school
based gardening programme at
St. Paul Bulega primary school

The Head Master St. Paul Bulega Primary School gets
National Recognition
Mr. Stephen Mwesige, the Head
Teacher of St. Paul Bulega Primary
and one of our 6 partner schools
under the child sponsorship program with support from Canadian
Feed the Children (CFTC) won the
New Vision “Teachers making a difference award 2013”.
This was in recognition of outstanding teachers in the country. Mr.
Stephen Mwesige was 1 of the 12
teachers rewarded in the whole of
Uganda out of the 200 nominations
received under the Vision Group’s
Teachers making a Difference project. A panel of independent jury led
by veteran educationist, Fagil Mandy, selected the winners.
‘Teachers making a Difference’ is
an annual project by New Vision,
a Governments daily, aimed at rewarding teachers who have used

innovative ways to deliver the curriculum and also engage the communities around the school.
The nominees were grouped in 4
categories – pre-primary, primary,
secondary and vocational education and the best 3 were taken from
each. Our own Mwesige was one of
the 12 who were given plaques and
certificate of recognition and shared
a cash prize of Uganda shillings 10
million. The winners in the Primary
category were Retired Archbishop Rt. Rev. Mpalanyi Nkoyoyo of
Martin Nkoyoyo Inclusive primary
Mukono, Enoch Kagoda of Kabubu
Nursery and Primary, Wakiso and
Stephen Mwesigwa of Bulega Primary School – Wakiso.
Speaking at the recognition ceremony at Vision group head office,
Mr. Fagil Mandy acknowledged
12

HM Stephen Mwesigwa for curving Bulega Primary school out of a
tree shade, with only 23 pupils to a
resounding 400 pupils in just a few
years.
At, HUYSLINCI, we congratulate
you Stephen for that great achievement and encourage you to carry
the enthusiasm forward.
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A simple Exercise for a child

Draw a line from the word in the first column to a word in the second column to make a compound word.
Ginger 								

Hook

Rain 								

stairs

Foot

							

Phone

Fire 								

Quake

Earth 								

Way

Pop								

Coat

Gate 								

man

Fish								

bread

Ear								

corn

Down								

print

Some of the practices in monitoring and
evaluation at HUYSLINCI
By Ahmed Kibirige – HUYSLINCI M&E Officer

Programme monitoring and evaluation is something
that evolves day by day, presenting several challenges as
well as opportunities.
I wish to expose a few basics that happen in the monitoring and evaluation job expectedly and unexpectedly:
1.
You need to be friendly to get your questions
rightly rewarded or answered. The people we interview
are different and we are always mindful of the approach-

es to use, how, when and where. We avoid making statements that are irritating, devastating and pushing but
rather those that are appealing and attractive.
2.
We regard every statement, gesture, mannerism
with much importance. These make the evidence we
always are looking for. As much as possible, we remain
stable not to be over taken by any form emotions during
13
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our interactions with the people we serve or those with
whom we serve (volunteers) but we exhibit characteristics like sympathizing with them, laughing with them,
giving expected responses because these keep the conversations going which in turn helps us to find out more
during our investigations.
3.
The environment is another important factor.
We create a persuasive environment that allows our interviewees to open up. By opening up, we get to know
what exactly is happening to and with them- what affects them, how they overcome challenges and we offer
our advice accordingly. It gives them comfort to speak
in privacy, most of the time. This privacy is also crucial
to us because one response leads us to several in-depth
questions.

discussions, others warrant one-on-one. The way we interview our peers vary from the way we interview children or elders. With elders, we make use of our politeness – we may seat down with them, keep our voices
respectfully low but audible, etc. We also do not want
to bother our respondents by making them prepare us
where to seat as we interview them because we never
wish to jeopardize their routine or the work we find
them doing. Most a times, we spend less time with them
and so, do not wish to take them off what we find them
doing.
5.
Keenness is key – we pay ardent attention to
whatever we see in the field. Monitoring majorly aims at
counting numbers, looking out for the presence of deliverables, looking at how change is happening. Evaluation
on the other hand aims at extracting meaning from all
that is seen in the field. Here, keenness is paramount.

6.
We try to make it participatory where we engage
all stakeholders in performance reviews. Household
beneficiaries are brought together to share challenges
and achievement thereby promoting cross household,
cross village and cross regional learning and improvement. Local government structures are made utility of
too. The Katabi Sub County health inspectorate has
for example participated in assessment of the impact of

4.
In relation to minding about the environment is
the component of Dynamism. We act according to the
situation prevailing. It takes relative wisdom to decide
what is best to do in a given situation. While some interviews can be conducted in groups e.g. focus group
14
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malaria prevention interventions like trainings and distribution of insecticide treated mosquito nets. The sub
county agricultural worker has also on several occasions
partaken follow-up visits to our beneficiaries of agricultural inputs both animals and crops. All these, and
many others are brought together in quarterly and annual review fora for broad based evaluation of our programmes.
Equally, other HUYSLINCI staff, ranging from top management, to lower cadre officers participates in monitoring. This has helped in jointly own whatever we do.

7.
Observation and listening play an important
role during monitoring and evaluation and if this lacks
at any level, the exercise does not qualify to be result
oriented. The two go with documentation and record
keeping. These records are a source for reports, recommendations and are referred to in case of need.
8.
After all that is done, we then qualify our findings. This entails the actual extraction of meaning from
the data gathered and sharing results/reports with all
the relevant parties. The purpose of these reports is to
picture out the status of performance of a given programme, providing recommendations for improvement, correction, consolidation or up scaling, halt or
change of approaches as necessity may suggest.
I hope that gives you a superficial picture of what and
how things are happening

HUYSLINCI awakens vocational and life
skills training in primary schools.
In 2013, HUYSLINCI embarked on
facilitating activities geared towards
enhancing learning among children
is all her partner schools. This was
after an assessment that concluded
that the marathon theoretical instruction in schools had become
monotonous and as a result, left
learners without interest to learn
and ended up poorly performing.
A part from the school based gardening program, HUYSLINCI facilitated the reinstitution of vocational

and life skills training in schools.
The life skills program focuses on
self-esteem, public speaking, conflict resolution and socialization,
music, dance and drama and the
general promotion of talents among
children. The vocational skills instruction targets handwork.
These two program segments have
had children involved in debates,
school family clubs and counseling sessions, and weaving, tapestry,
tie and dye, embroidery, basketry,

15

printing on, fine art, crocheting,
etc.
The purpose of this program is to
teach our children not only how to
survive and prosper during those
critical years to adulthood, but to
come out victorious and become
role models among their peers.
According to Mr. Moses Matovu,
the HUYSLINCI C.E.O, the Life
Skills Program will empower chil-
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dren towards making the right
choices early on, and away from
economic dependency later in their
lives. It will build a shield of positive
self-esteem, self-respect, and selfreliance, against crime, drugs, promiscuity, idleness, and the instant
gratification trap. Thus, we will
afford them our biggest bequest:
roots and wings. Roots by knowing
that we and the teachers have faith

in them and care for them, so that
they will stand firm when faced with
adversity; and wings by strengthening their self worth and by teaching
them to dream. Our faith in them
must become their backbone.
“The lack of training on such life
skills can increase the risk of young
men and women developing poor
self-esteem, rejection, fear, insecu-

rity, resentment, bitterness, hopelessness, and helplessness. On the
contrary, putting special emphasis
on life and vocational skills training
will result in increased numbers of
physical and emotionally healthy
children youth, with improved academic performance, thus becoming
future positive role models” Moses
concluded.

MISS NAKIMBUGWE RUTH’s
experience with Village Savings
and Loan Associations
Compiled by Hope Namale: Field Officer, HUYSLINCI
Sub County. The 30 year old is a
peasant farmer and owns a three
bed roomed semi permanent house
with the husband. They are blessed
with two boys and 3 girls and all
are and have been pupils at St. Paul
Bulega Church Uganda Primary
School. Two boys have completed
primary level seven.

“The approach of Village Savings
and Loan Association (VSLA) has
been an answer to several problems in our community. This idea
(VSLA) was introduced here in
Bulega Nalugala by Huys Link
Community Initiative as one of the
ways to alleviate poverty in Katabi
Sub County” Ruth asserts.
Nakimbugwe Ruth is a female
Ugandan and a resident of Bulega
Village, Nalugala Parish in Katabi

Nakimbugwe reports a constructive change in her life which she
commonly attributes to VSLA. “I
must tell you that this programme
has changed my life completely”
she confesses.
Now it is seven months since she
joined Kyosiimbonaanya village saving and loan Association in which
she performs the role of Treasurer.
The group is composed of 36 members, meeting every Friday to save
and borrow. According to Ruth,
members save and borrow for different reasons. “Saving guards me
from reckless spending of my small
income. I am sure if I had not got
this opportunity, to learn, appreciate the importance of saving and
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borrowing and how to manage the
small loans I take, I wouldn’t have
had such business” she detailed.
“Some people save with the aim of
accomplishing things they would
otherwise fail to if they kept moneys in their houses. The same is
with borrowing. Some borrow to
offset emergencies like debts, buying scholastic material for their children, paying school fees, etc. investment has however been the most
attraction for members to borrow”
she illustrated.
The membership to the group has
facilitated a boost in her charcoal
selling business. Back then her business was on the verge of closing
down. Ruth says that she used to
experience stock outs and she had
begun losing customers including
the habitual ones. To keep some
around, she opted for cheap charcoal which was frustratingly of poor
quality. She lost more of her customers.
When she learnt about VSLA, she
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mobilized other parents and had it
started in Bulega Church of Uganda
Primary School. She was convinced
that by borrowing and injecting
money into her business would
bring it back to life.
“After 3 months of membership, and
saving at least 1 share worth two
thousand shillings (2,000/=) every
week, I took a loan of three hundred
thousand (300,000/=) with which I
bought quality charcoal” says Ruth.
Ruth was shocked at first when she
failed to attract her former clients
back not until she visited them, informing them of the availability of
a good quality of charcoal she had
never stocked before and requesting them to return.
“From that experience, I learned
several lessons; one, that you can
never compromise quality for profits, it will strike back and affect your
business, two, attracting lost customers back is not easy – it is hard
to trust someone in whom you lost

trust and three, everybody owning
a business however small needs to
know their customers. Imagine if I
had not known who my commonest customers were and where they
lived, how would I have invited
them back?” Ruth wondered.
Nakimbugwe learnt to take advantage of every opportunity she gets
to know about. She says that success lies in things that people least
regard as success vehicles and that
big things which everyone yearns
for are possible to achieve but they
begin as small things, small and despised opportunities. She benefited
from HUYSLINCI’s training and
inputs in vegetable and mushroom
growing, ventures that have added
to building a strong foundation for
her family’s health, economic and
social wellbeing. She reports feeding her family on a balanced diet,
meeting the school requirements of
her children without much hassle,
clothing the members of her family

among several other benefits.
Ruth speaks with vivid confidence
that she has to introduce her husband to her parents under a traditional marriage in Masaka come
December 2013 an assurance she
derives from her income flow as
well as the saving trend.
Nakimbugwe is also certain that
with the culture of membership support in their VSLA, they will stand
with her in organizing her introduction ceremony something they refer
to as ‘munno mukabi’ aka ‘a friend
in need…is a friend indeed’.
Ruth is hopeful that she will become wealthier than she ever had
imagined. Her appreciation of
HUYSLINCI for the tremendous
improvements made to her life, family and the community will never go
without additional appeal for the to
do the same for several other people
and communities.

Tick Chalk
QUALITY SCHOOL CHALK

WHITE

2

150pcs
A HUYSLINCI PRODUCT

This is a product of HUYSLINCI Vocational
Skills Development Project

For more details contact
0772476555
huyslinci@yahoo.co.uk
www.huyslinci.org

Brassband music trainings
Weddings
Community mobilisation
Graduation ceremonies
and other Social functions
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What goes on in most families
Ahmed Kibirige gives his experience from most visits he has made
to homes in Katabi Sub County.
Katabi Sub County is heterogeneous in nature with people of different tribes, ages, likes and dislikes.
It has both of semi-urban and rural
characteristics, with linkages to the
most urban and modern centres and
facilities in Uganda. I will remind
you that the highway that links Entebbe Airport to Uganda’s capital
Kampala goes through Katabi Sub
County and that’s how confusing its
characteristics are. Poor area, affiliated to a rich one.
One would think that being with
access to modern facilities, the area
is all developed. And when I talk
about modern facilities mingling
with indecent ones, I must clearly
dispel the thinking that the two cannot exist in each others’ midst. The
truth is, it happens in Katabi.
You will find first world schools
alongside third world schools, and
these falling in both the private and
government categories, good clinics and health facilities alongside ill
facilitated ones, the very rich and
the most poor, with middle income
earners as well. There are good access roads along with ragged ones,
good water sources beside deadly
ones, child going schools alongside
several non- schooling ones, swallowed up by poverty and its related
attributes like neglect, torture, child
labour, etc and so many other characteristics.
These are the communities that we
serve. Communities that pose multiple challenges but give us an opportunity to relieve our people of
them.
It is our passion to create smiles on
distraught faces, restore hope to the

hopeless, energies hearts of that are
weakened by such uncomfortable
circumstances.
Allow me to, this time, share with
you what goes on in many families
in Katabi Sub County and other
parts of what many regard as the
Urban Wakios District.
When I had just joined Huys Link
Community Initiative, I looked at
the then many ongoing programmes
and asked myself what their relevance was. I know what you are
thinking now….. that that was what
I was meant to do and that it was
part of my job requirements. While
all those facts can stand, I did it out
of own initiative- anxiousness.
One of the programmes that took
my focus most was the nutritional
support to families. Under this program fragment, families were trained
on how to start and manage kitchen
and fruit gardens, feed their families on a balanced diet especially for
children because it had been proven
that most child illnesses were due to
malnourishment. It was therefore a
family food support programme.
My ambition to investigate the significance of the programme was
rewarded through the field visits I
made to several households. Most
families are not sure of their next
meal.
Many families have a single meal a
day; some have resorted to call it
“Lupper”, a combination of Lunch
and Supper. This is not out of their
wish or interest; it is due to financial
powerlessness.
What happens is, the family will
tirelessly work, luckily attract some
amount of food for the day, each
day happening as such, prepare it
and find the most ideal time within
the day’s 24 hours when they will
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all have the share of a warm meal,
especially in the evenings. Any leftovers are then valuably handled to
be served on breakfast the next day
and anything that remains there
from can during the day be a resort
for children as they wait for the next
improbable main meal.
Day time for children from such
households is really challenging.
They will be engaged in play all day,
with intervals of feast on the insufficient leftovers. Some can be fortunate if they happen to be friends
with peers from the nearby rich and
moderate families. Their fortune
lies in being invited to a lunch meal.
Such chance makes them proud of
their lives. This pride however lasts
shortly. It is a temporary achievement to them and this is what
HUYSLINCI comes out to battle
– creating a sustainable food supply
and security in households.
It was and still is a great idea to improve the food basket in homes,
thanks HUYSLINCI, thanks Canadian Feed the Children. Children
are now fed.
Ahmed Kibirige is the Monitoring
and Evaluation Officer at Huys Link
Community Initiative
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In other news
HUYSLINCI staff undergo a lobbying and
advocacy training July 5th -6th 2013
The training was a kick starter to the formulation of the HUYSLINCI lobbying and advocacy
strategy that would see HUYSLINCI becoming more vibrant in mobilizing resources to
broaden her service base as well as contribute to regional and national policy reforms
and formulation.
Selected HUYSLINCI staff pursues the Village
savings and loan associations (VSLA) database (MIS) management training. The training
was conducted by Mr. Abdallah Byabasaija
who is the C.E.O of HUYSLINCI’s partner
organization, CEDO found in Masindi District.
The training aimed at equipping staff with
additional techniques of promoting VSLAs,
collecting and managing and utilizing data.
HUYSLINCI teams up with SOS children’s
village to mark the Day of the African Child
-18th June, 2013.
The event happed at SOS after HUYSLINCI
was involved in the national celabrations in
Buyikwe on June 16, 2013.
HUYSLINCI with support from Canadian Feed the Children constructs modern Kitchen facilities
at Entebbe UMEA, St. Luke and Nkumba Quran primary schools.
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HUYSLINCI maintains quarterly interactions with partner schools. As the year ends,
HUYSLINCI counts four meetings that have
tremendously contributed to timely reviews of
annual activities. The culture has kept track of
events.

Pupils of St. Paul Bulega offloading reams of
paper. HUYSLINCI supplies all the six partner
schools with scholastic material on a term
basis. Such reams of paper aid in running
administrative works as well as children’s
progressive assessments.

HUYSLINCI facilitated the orientation of all pupils in her partner schools and their caregivers on malaria
prevention and treatment. The week (24th-28th June 2013) dabbed “let’s do away with malaria in our
homes” saw the distribution of mosquito nets to all the 550 sponsored children and a few lucky new and
pregnant mothers.

HUYSLINCI concludes a day’s training for
caregivers in Early Childhood Development
(ECD) and nutrition –July 3, 2013.
A total of 48 parents were trained in matters
of early childhood development and nutrition
by Health Nest Uganda, group of paramedics, social scientists, community development
workers and nurses who envision an empowered and proactive community which can
effectively and efficiently respond to health
related problems and other social needs.
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Start small: HUYSLINCI handover startup
seeds to selected caregivers. Pictured is
a group from Kabale parish in Katabi Sub
County.
September 10, 2013

A Bulega based farmer excited by his crop on
showing signs of harvesting in the near future.
Bulega if found in Nalugala Parish, Katabi
Sub County of Wakiso District.

HUYSLINCI sees off 97 vocational
graduates. The ceremony was presided over
by the UNEB Boss Mr. Fagil Mandy June 8,
2013

Home Economics Students at it.
HUYSLINCI has equipped the home economics department
to expose her students to modern facilities. The investment
is also intended to enable HUYSLINCI offer quality catering
services to her clients both on site and outdoor.
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Vocational students undergo a guidance and counseling session.
A lifetime empowerment for vocational students in
preparation for their social life and the job market.

HUYSLINCI hosts the MGLSD sectoral meeting
15/5/2013. HUYSLINCI hosted the Ministry of Gender
labour and social Development’s sectorla performance
review meeting. According to Mr. Moses Matovu, the
MGLSD could have hosted the meeting anywhere else but
they wanted to learn about the many things that HUYSLINCI was involved in considering the change that had
been attributed to the organisation’s efforts. the availability
of improved conference facilities was another factor that
attracted the meeting.

Institutional capacity assessment –May 7, 2013
HUYSLINCI underwent a capacity assessment exercise
that was conducted by HURINET-Uganda an umbrella
organization for CSOs involved in the promotion of human
rights in Uganda to which HUYSLINCI is affiliated.

HUYSLINCI receives additional computers from her
Netherlands based friends – August 7, 2013
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HUYSLINCI and Barclays Bank team up for a youth empowerment in business and financial management October 26, 2013

EKITANGAALA CENTRE
HALL & GARDENS
FOR HIRE
COMMUNITY
MOBILISATION;
GRADUATION
CEREMONIES;
WEDDING
RECEPTIONS AND
OTHER FUNCTIONS

Huys Link Community Initiative (HUYSLINCI) Abayita Ababiri-Kasenyi Road, Off Entebbe –Kampala
P. O. Box 399, Entebbe, Tel: +256-414-378-198/ +256-774-401-496
E-mail: huyslinci@yahoo.co.uk, Website: www.huyslinci.org
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